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Abstract—Based on the investigation of the phenomenon in
complex networks, this paper proposed some important facing
problems in future wireless networks, that is, it is difficult to
fully predict the trend of wireless networks from the perspective
of application requirements and the technology development.
Therefore, with the hot spots in future wireless network, a
research framework was proposed which was made from three
levels including philosophy, science of system and technologies. In
the study of this framework, three levels of contents are proposed,
that is, service models research which related to social science,
the network control model research which related to system
science, and the transmission model research which related to
nature science. Some key technologies are deplored based on the
methodology proposed in this paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past few decades, wireless network research has
become one of the hot spot in engineering technologies. With
the appearance of increasingly large-scale wireless networks,
people are feeling more and more difficult to explain complex
phenomenon due to lack of effective methods. However,
complex phenomena occurring in some technology or social
networks provides a new approach to research into wireless
network. For example, massive power blackout caused by
minor disturbances in North America in the year of 2003 con-
tinued for tens of hours, which turned the whole United States
and Canada into panic[1]. If target attacks occurred during this
period, the loss would be immeasurable[2,3]. Similar power
outage occurred in several countries every years and caused the
attention of researchers. Another example is virus propagation
in both social network and computer network. As people
migration become frequent in modern society, the model
and speed of virus propagation has shown some common
features [4][5][6][7]. The third class of complex phenomenon
is the network emerge in special network structure, which
undermines the infrastructure of Internet and society. In view
of such threats, more and more governments are beginning to
pay attention to network monitoring[8][9].

Although these phenomena occurred in different technical
networks or social networks, they have common features as
follows:

a) All of the phenomena occurred in huge complex network
systems.

b) Minor disturbance may have enormous impact on huge
network.

c) Problems can not be easily solved from pure technical
perspective, which ask for new methods from higher levels.

Similar phenomenon also appears in many other kinds of
networks such as transport network, biological network, dam
network and so on. Due to habitual thinking, researchers are
accustomed to study these problems from technical perspec-
tive, and attempt to optimize the design of network infrastruc-
ture to bring the network into stable status. However, technol-
ogy methods are hardly competent to explain phenomenon in
large-scale systems such as chaos, fractal phenomena and so
on. Thereafter, traditional technology methods combined with
social views provide a new direction for future wireless net-
work research, which makes the successful design of optimum
wireless network and serving future society become possible.

This article investigates into the development history of
wireless network technology, and discussed possible methods
and content of future wireless network research. It is organized
as follows. In section II, the development processes of network
system, specifically wireless network are reviewed. In section
III, the research methods and contents are discussed from the
perspective of philosophy. The system-level research contents
and methods are discussed in the section I V and the technical-
level research in the section V. Finally, summarize the full text.

II. WIRELESS NETWORK RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
EXPLORE

The development of future wireless network can be driven
by technology innovation or application requirement. As
shown in figure 1, network technologies have evolved over
half a century with the initial appearance of narrow band
network, until current broad band network and future universal
intelligent system. Transmission technology have developed
from frame-relay, to ethernet and fibre network, while network
technologies have developed from IPv4, IPv6 and post-IP,
and application requirement are from email, audio, video and
future universal application data. As the characteristics of
future wireless network cannot be predicted from any kind of
existing technology, the prediction of wireless network from
technical point has been questioned for a long time.
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Fig. 1. Technology Forecasting

Therefore, new tools used for future wireless network
research should be taken into account besides application
demands and technologies development. Firstly, philosophy
methodology should be explored to investigated into the exter-
nal environment of network system. Issues on future network
morphology should combine system behavior and network
structure. Lastly, based on above work, supporting technolo-
gies for future wireless network can be predicted. Eventually,
a research system for future wireless network can be built up
from philosophy, network dynamics and technologies.

Fig. 2. The research system of Future wireless network

As shown above, from the system view, firstly,we need to
recognize the external environment to better predict future
wireless network development. The external environment can
affect the overall behavior of system. The research of external
environment of the network system needs to integrate with
social, economic and cultural trends, in order to inspect into
system growth. Any technologies will reflect social attributes
to some extent. For example, BGP protocol is based on U.S.
election system as a prototype. Internet itself reflects the
western values of freedom. Thus, in order to better study
the future wireless network, the first step is to study the
society from philosophical point of view. So the purpose of

the network environment research is to investigate into the
philosophy of future wireless network construction.

As shown in figure 2, studies of network dynamics include
network structure and behavior models [12]. After several
decades of development, Internet has grown into a huge com-
plex system. Many complex phenomena have shown such as
worm propagation, network traffic fractal, chaos, small world
characteristic of network structure. With the appearance of
thing-Internet, intelligent control and multi-scale transmission,
future wireless network has to cope with more and more
system behavior problem. Therefore, it is necessary to study
network infrastructure from network dynamics view. These
research contents have now been carried out as an independent
exploration and research subjects.

The third level of network research is technologies research.
Under the guidance of new research ideas [13], the internet of
thing, triple play and post IP will be the main driving force of
technological development. The new round of eless network
technologies revolution will be formed, details includes inno-
vation service platform, network control model and multi-scale
transport model.

III. STUDY ON THE PHILOSOPHY OF FUTURE WIRELESS
NETWORK

From the perspective of philosophy, the main contents of
wireless network are the research on system framework and its
social attribute analysis with consideration of the environment
of network technologies. In addition to its natural attributes,
network system and technologies contain some hidden social
attributes. So the main work of studying network system in
a philosophical way is to excavate and analyze its social
attributes, then establish the guiding ideology of its framework.
Nowadays, the concepts of communication network frame-
work can be divided into three categories. The first is to
strengthen network control and management, construct a close
and stable system by combing the transmission, control and
management together. For example, the mobile telecommu-
nication network is a highly stable system constructed under
this principle, and also ITU use this guiding principle to lead
the innovative communication technologies worldwide. The
second way to construct a communication network is using the
freedom and ”do-nothing” concept. The Internet is a typical
example under this concept. Based on the open but unified
system, it provides a verification platform for any innovative
technology and idea worldwide. Undeniably, this ”do-nothing”
concept provides a wide space for the development of network
technologies and its outspread evolution. But the disadvantage
of this open platform is lack of stability of management.

For the next generation network, we have to explore a third
way by using ”the doctrine of the mean”, for any extreme
guiding ideology will leave hidden dangers to the network. At
present, we abandon the ”on the edge” and ”in the center”
arguments, and divide the network capacity according to the
development trend of electronic technology. In the close and
open network framework, we intensify the control of core



functional nodes and throw open the parts which is close to the
users. Then the network can be easily and flexibly controlled.

The greatest advantage of the robust design concept of
future wireless network is to keep its distinctive features while
leaves much room for a flexible framework at the same time.
So in the network framework design, we have to provide
a revolutionary upgrading concept by using philosophical
methods which can avoid the network development from a
blind alley.

IV. DYNAMICS AND STRUCTURE OF FUTURE WIRELESS
NETWORK RESEARCH

The study object of future wireless network dynamics is
the special behavior of network system, such as self-similar
traffic, architecture complexity, spread characters of virus, et
al. Study of future wireless network needs theories of statistical
physics, fluid physics and system science. Currently, hotspots
and difficult points in this field are as follows: Evolution and
change law of wireless network architecture; Linkage model of
special network system architecture and data traffic; characters
of energy distribution and flow behavior of wireless network
in multidimensional space and the control method of network
structure improvement to virus spreading. All these about
architecture evolution of future wireless network.

Study methods mainly rely on computer simulation. First,
build a wireless network simulate platfrom on which to sim-
ulate service flows, especially about generating and shifting
model of massive data. Furthermore, simulate the integration
and impact effect to network structure of data traffic for
studying of the impact of network structure evolution on the
traffic carrying capacity, and then optimize the network system
architecture.

Fig. 3. Hourglass Protocol Mode

Based on the research achievements of dynamics, the fu-
ture wireless network architecture study mainly includes two
aspects, protocol model framework and wireless networking

Fig. 4. Trinity Telecom model

structure. Key issue of protocol model framework study as
mentioned before, the rapid growth of service and transmis-
sion technology of future ubiquitous network present new
challenges to network technology. As indicated in figure 3,
although the slender hourglass model of IP network protocol
takes advantages in the promotion of business innovation and
transmission technology integration, it is useless when facing
of massive data management. Figure 4 describes a trinity
Telecom model, which is for large-scale network operation and
management, but due to its closed and rigid structure, it still
impossible to completely solve the constraints on innovation,
even after introducing the IP protocol. In study of the network
architecture, future architecture is no longer stick to cellular
network or hotspots network, one transmission technology to
one network form, superposition of a variety of network forms
will be the main way of network coverage.

Based on above analysis, in the study of network protocol
model, getting rid of the simple control of slender model and
the closed structure of three-dimensional model, proposing
business and transmission based independent control mode
is very important. The new mode will no longer strictly
follow the protocol rules, but propose a protocol framework
for control of special business and transmission. In addition,
limited network form applies to particular technology and
scenario. In future study, exploring superposition network form
according to the wireless environment and application needs,
and propose smart network control mechanism is the key
solution of the problem.

V. KEY TECHNOLOGIES FOR FUTURE WIRELESS
NETWORKS

In this section, we’ll discuss some key technologies for
future wireless network from three different points of view,
the service level, the management level and the transmission
level.

Traditional application research emphasizes on system de-
sign and implementation. Application technology development
has two important characteristics including rapid revolution
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and close association with society, which make application
technology study a kind of social-related science. It is neces-
sary to focus on the above two characteristics with combina-
tion of technology developing trend in order to recognize the
developing trend of future application system. The first task
of application research is to design a service platform which
can converge more creative ideas and technologies, i.e. a self-
build platform as show in figure 5. This platform consists of
modules of users, application logic, and signal control. On
top of this platform, end users can create any communication
service according to their interest and requirement. What’s
more, we should study the integration of different information
transport modes, automatical selection of unicast, multicast or
broadcast services . Then with the every growing demand for
the network, in terms of security, we should also study how
to provide a reliable secure network and regulate our activity
in the control of law and virtue.

Fig. 6. Cubic model

In the control level research, we need to study the net-
work control technology in post-IP-age, especially the precise
network control technology in the link-level, based on the
complex service types and different transmission links. Current

research on network control covers many aspects, including
congestion control when large scale traffic occurs, disturbance
control, and virus control. Until present, there is no exist-
ing controlling technology to implement intelligent control
on network. Therefore, it is necessary to design intelligent
network control method for future wireless network. As shown
in figure 6, we design an intelligent protocol control model.
Some intelligent entities are designed in the model, which
has feedback capacity and can assess on controlling results.In
real network deployment, we need to consider the intelligence
protocol model intensify the network signaling control and
establish a complex nervous signaling system. The aim of the
research and implementation of signaling system is to prevent
the emergence phenomenon caused by paralyticae hidden harm
to social securities strengthening the precise control in security
affairs.
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Heterogeneous mixture is the major characteristic in future
wireless network transmission system, that is, fiber-based
transmission in the core network, and various access technolo-
gies in the wireless access network. In the access network,
there’re different standards which connect mobile terminals
together. For wireless transmission systems, as described a
heterogenous network architecture in the 7, there are three
major research areas. From the physical transmission point of
view, many literatures have focused on studying transmission
characteristics of different radio links and adaptive modulation
and coding scheme to maximize radio link transmission capac-
ity. The second research area focuses on the intelligent radio
resource management technologies. In case of fixed wireless
transmission scenario, intelligent media control technology
plays a key role in achieving the theoretic radio capacity.
The third research area focuses on interference cancellation.
When data transmits on different radio links simultaneously, it
will cause interference to each other. So we need to study the



transmission configuration in the access networks to establish
a collaborative communication system.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we provided a brief survey on the framework
and evolution trends for future wireless network from a new
perspective. Based on the analysis of some complex network
phenomenons, we proposed a novel architecture for future
wireless network and presented some hotspots for future
research in this area. Finally, some research methods were
discussed in-depth from philosophical level, system level and
technical level.
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